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Smart antennas have recently emerged as a key technology
for third (3G) and higher generations of wireless communi-
cation systems. They are able to add a new spatial dimension
on top of the currently used time, frequency, and code multi-
ple access schemes. The past of 3G wireless systems licensing
process in Europe has shown that spectral bandwidth may
cost wireless system providers billions of Euros. In light of
this fact, smart antennas oﬀer an elegant and relatively in-
expensive opportunity of increasing data rate, system capac-
ity and flexibility, and quality of service. Today developments
and progress in this area are still away from cost-eﬃcient
practical implementations, and further theoretical and ex-
perimental studies are crucial to enable successful applica-
tions of smart antennas in the future.
The aim of this special issue is to present recent advances
of the smart antenna research. The contributions cover a
broad range of topics. We classified them into three major
categories, namely, link level, system level, and applications.
The first ten papers of the issue are related to the link-
level study of smart antennas. In the paper by Meurer et al.,
the MIMO transmitter design approach with a priori given
structure of the receiver (the so-called receiver-oriented de-
sign scheme) is compared to the case when the MIMO re-
ceiver design is performed for a fixed transmitter struc-
ture (the so-called transmitter-oriented design scheme). The
paper by Khaled et al. is devoted to the optimization of
the MMSE-based joint MIMO transmitter and receiver de-
sign from the BER perspective. In the paper by Jiang and
Sidiropoulos, a new algorithm for blind identification of out-
of-cell CDMA users is developed for the case when multi-
ple antennas are used at the base station. The paper by Chen
et al. investigates a nonlinear detection technique for multi-
antenna receivers. In the next paper, Uysal and Georghiades
study the performance of space-time block codes (STBCs)
which are concatenated with outer trellis codes. The study
of STBC schemes is continued in the paper by Sharma and
Papadias, where a class of full-rate full-diversity linear qua-
siorthogonal STBCs is proposed and their practical decoding
algorithm is studied, and in the paper by Zhao et al., which
develops a linear precoder for OSTBCs when the channel co-
variance matrix is available at the transmitter. In the paper
by Liu and Li, a new soft detector for MIMO systems is pro-
posed which combines the advantages of the LS soft detector
and sphere decoder. The paper by Tubbax et al. compares the
multiple-antenna generalizations of the OFDM and single-
carrier schemes, and the paper by Jin and Acampora investi-
gates the outage capacity regions for a multiuser SDMA sys-
tem with multiple antennas at the base station.
The next four papers consider system level aspects. The
paper by J.-S. Kim et al. considers the link quality in a sin-
gle cell of a CDMA-based system using adaptive antenna ar-
rays and proposes a receiver which combines beamforming
and RAKE reception. The analysis of CDMA-based systems
is extended towards multicellular systems with adaptive an-
tennas in the paper by Czylwik and Dekorsy. A more specific
problem of angle-of-arrival estimation at base stations with
multibeam antennas is investigated in the paper by Bevan et
al. In the next paper, Biguesh and Gershman study down-
link channel estimation techniques in cellular systems using
training signals.
The next two papers are devoted tomultiantenna channel
measurements. Kotterman et al. focus on diversity properties
of multiple antennas at hand-held terminals. The paper by
Pesavento et al. proposes an algorithm for simultaneous esti-
mation of MIMO channel parameters from channel sounder
measurements.
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The last five papers are devoted to hardware and appli-
cations issues of smart antennas and MIMO technologies.
The first paper by Sun and Karmakar studies the use of ac-
tive single port antennas with surrounding parasitic anten-
nas in order to perform direction-of-arrival estimation. In
the second paper by Zekavat et al., an oscillating antenna
array pattern with fixed main lobe direction is introduced
to provide transmit diversity. This approach is applied to
CDMA systems. The next paper by Rodrı´guez-Osorio et al.
deals with a practical implementation of a W-CDMA mul-
tiantenna testbed with the main focus on the most rele-
vant digital signal processing operations such as modulation,
demodulation, synchronization, and beamforming. Another
multiantenna testbed for ISM band transmission is presented
in the paper by Rinas et al. In this paper, the hardware con-
cepts are highlighted and the feasibility of current single- and
multicarrier MIMO algorithms is studied via measurements.
The last paper by S. Kim et al. studies the use of smart anten-
nas in another relevant 3G standard, CDMA2000.
In summary, the twenty-one papers published in this is-
sue cover a broad range of recent advances of smart antenna
research and a variety of their applications to existing and
future wireless systems.
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